
In 1998 me and Gold from the GTK,TV,PS Crew we went to the lay up to bomb 

some a Regional Trains. I remember  it was a Saturday night It had to be 2:00 

clock in the morning so we get there and start to paint, One of  the problems in 

Basel city is there isn’t many spots to hit trains  and its hot ,so we had like ½ hour 

maximum to get a couple of quick pieces in. So we put on a couple of fat caps and 

start painting some black fill- ins. We were just about finished and then from the 

right side came a Train rolling slow with lights which meant we were going to get 

raided.  So we start running like crazy. We ran as far as we could and found a spot 

to hide. We could see flash lights going in and out the layups. After about 

30minutes they left so we started walking out. I told to Gold let’s take a Taxi, I 

only had five Swiss francs but, I wanted to get out of the area. Gold says nah were 

safe now, it’s all good nothing is going to happen. I say ok we walk maybe 10 

kilometers away from the Lay up and pass by a club were we see a friend that 

writes SOK One PS. He brought us a couple of drinks as we told him what just 

went down. About an hour after  later we leave and head to the bus we sit there 

not thinking of anything and out of nowhere a police van pulls up three cops get 

out and  say “ You were the guy in the train yard right?”We say no what are you 

talking about? Next thing they throw us in the car and bring us down to the 

station. As they start questioning us about what were we doing in that part of 

town why the dirt on our clothes?  We tell him we went to the club and met a 

friend and they had a break dancing contest outside. That’s how they got dirty. 

The good thing was we didn’t have any cans on us. Another cop comes in the door 

and asks the other cops to come out. They leave us in there alone for a minute 

and with that Gold looks over at me and points to his camera in his pocket. I 

thought oh shit! It was like he was holding a grenade; all our pictures of bombing 

around the city were on it. I told him quick put it in the desk drawer. It seemed 

like as soon as he did the cops came back in. They told Gold he could go but, I had 

to stay. Gold was a Swiss citizen and at the time I was a foreigner .They finally let 

me go at 5:00am. I get home and my mother was yelling “were where you”?I tell 

her I got busted again and went crazy saying “Please not again Son !”At the time 

my folks had two jobs each to make ends meet. Luckily it all worked out. It was 

just another crazy night. 



 

 



 


